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On the existence of three closed magnetic geodesies for
subcritical energies

Alberto Abbondandolo, Leonardo Macarini and Gabriel P. Paternain

Abstract. We consider exact magnetic flows on closed orientable surfaces We show that for
almost every energy k below Mane's critical value ot the universal covering there are always at
least three distinct closed magnetic geodesies with energy k. If in addition the energy level is

assumed to be non-degenerate we prove existence of infinitely many closed magnetic geodesies
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1. Introduction

In this paper we study the problem of existence of closed orbits with prescribed
energy for exact magnetic flows on closed orientable surfaces.

Let (M.g) be a closed oriented Riemannian surface and let 9 be a smooth
1 -form on M. Set f := +d9, where * is the Hodge star operator of g. The magnetic
geodesies y : M —> M are the solutions to the ordinary differential equation

Dy
-77 nr)ih

where D/dt is the covariant derivative and is the almost complex structure
naturally associated to the oriented Riemannian surface. Magnetic geodesies were
introduced by V. I. Arnold in [3]. Certainly, the solutions to this ODE preserve the
kinetic energy E(x, v) := \v]x/2.

The above ODE is the Euler-Lagrange equation of the Lagrangian L : TM K
given by

L(x, v) [-\v\2x + 0*0;),

which is fiberwise strictly convex and superlinear, and hence satisfies the standard
hypotheses in Aubry-Mather theory. The corresponding Hamiltonian on T*M is
given by

H(x,p) X-\p-9x\2x.
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We are interested in closed magnetic geodesies with prescribed energy k, and

hence it is useful to have a variational principle that picks up these orbits. This is

easily achieved by considering thq free-period action functional

§K(y) f (L(y(t), y(t))+K) dt T f (L(x(s),x(s)/T)+k) ds =\SK(x.T).
J0 JT

where y : [0, T] M is an absolutely continuous closed curve and .vfi?) := y(Ts)
is its reparametrization on T := M/Z. This functional is smooth on the Hilbert
manifold A4 Hl(T,M) x (0,+00), and its critical points correspond to

periodic magnetic geodesies of energy k (as usual, //'(T, M) denotes the Hilbert
manifold of absolutely continuous closed loops .v : T —> M whose derivative
is square integrable). Elements of A4 are denoted indifferently as closed curves

y : [0, T] —> M or as pairs (x, T), as above.

In 113] the authors proved that every energy level E~x(k) (k > 0) contains a

closed magnetic geodesic. The proof hinges on the consideration of certain critical
energies known as Mane's critical values. For our purposes there are two of these

critical energies which are significant, and they are defined as follows:

cu := inf{k e M ] §*-(y) > 0

for every absolutely continuous contractible closed curve y}.

c0 := inf{/c R | §K(y) > 0

for every absolutely continuous null-homologous closed curve y J.

Clearly cu < Co and equality holds for M S2 and M T2. However for surfaces

of higher genus the inequality could be strict ]26]. If k > cu it is possible to show

that §* satisfies the Palais-Smale condition and it is bounded from below on each

connected component of the free loop space ] 12], Thus one is able to derive the

same existence results as in the case of the geodesic flow of a Finsler metric. In

particular every non-trivial free homotopy class contains a closed magnetic geodesic
with energy k > cu. Actually, for k > c0 the flow on E~x (k) can be reparametrized
to a Finsler geodesic flow. In particular, when M S2 the flow for energies above

cu co has always at least two closed magnetic geodesies by [6]. Katok's example
from L18J shows that in this case there may be only two closed magnetic geodesies.

If k belongs to the interval (cu. c0], then there are infinitely many closed magnetic
geodesies of energy k. Indeed, this interval is non-empty only if M has genus greater
than 1, and in this case A4 has infinitely many connected components with the

property that no element of one of these is the iteration of an element of another

one. In this case, we can find infinitely many closed magnetic geodesies with energy
k > cu by minimizing on each of these connected components.
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In this paper we are concerned with the more difficult range of subcritical

energies in the interval (0, cM). What makes this range of energies harder is that

there are basically no tools to tackle it: the free-period action functional is no longer
bounded from below and it may not satisfy the Palais-Smale condition. One is

tempted then to deploy the Symplectic Topology arsenal, but unfortunately, as it
was shown in [ 13J, the energy levels below r0 are never of contact type at least for
M ± T2.

The idea used in [13] to produce a closed magnetic geodesic goes back to
I. Taimanov [29, 30, 31] (who proved similar results but with different methods)
and consists in considering just simple closed curves to make the action functional
bounded from below. Technically the space of simple closed curves is not the best

to work with but by considering integral 2-currents with suitable multiplicity one
can use the compactness and regularity results from Geometric Measure Theory. In
the end one obtains for k < co a closed magnetic geodesic aK which has negative
S^-action. This orbit has also the property of being a local C1 -minimizer. To obtain
this orbit one may need to pass to a finite cover (see Section 3) but this is not much

of a problem.
The other result that is available in the subcritical range is due to G. Contreras

[11]. He proved that for almost every k e (0, cu) there is a closed contractible
orbit yK with energy k and positive S^-action (this holds in any dimension and for
any Tonelli Lagrangian). The fact that yK and aK have actions with different signs
implies they must be geometrically distinct (i.e. one is not an iterate of the other)
and hence we deduce that for almost every k e (0. cu) there are at least two closed

magnetic geodesies with energy k.
The main purpose of the present paper is to upgrade this to almost everywhere

existence of at least three closed magnetic geodesies. Moreover, assuming in
addition that the energy level is non-degenerate we shall prove the existence of
infinitely many closed orbits with energy k e (0. cu).

Theorem. Let (M.g) he a closed orientedRieniannian surface and let 9 be a smooth
I -form. Then there exists a full measure set K C (0, cu) such that for every k e K
there are at least three closed magnetic geodesies with energy k. Moreover, iffor
K £ K the energy level E~](k) is non-degenerate, then there are infinitely many
closed magnetic geodesies with energy k.

Let us clarify the meaning of "non-degenerate energy level". A closed orbit
Y (.v, T) of energy k is said to be transversally non-degenerate if the
algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1 of d(pr(y(0), y(0)) is exactly two, where
<Pt : TM —>• TM denotes the Lagrangian flow of L. This is equivalent to the fact
that the linearized Poincare map associated to a transverse section to the orbit (y, y)
in E~1 (k) does not have the eigenvalue 1, and is also equivalent to the fact that the
second differential of restricts to a non-degenerate form on the normal bundle of

T (x, T) := {(x(rr + •). T) \ a e T}.
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The latter equivalence is discussed in Appendix A. Transversal non-degeneracy
implies that there is a smooth family {{xK+(J, T(k + CT))}CTe(_ei£) of critical points of
§k+ct (an orbit cylinder) such that (xK, T(k)) (x, T) (see [2, Theorem 8.2.2] or
[17, Proposition 4.2]). The energy level E~x (k) is said to be non-degenerate if every
closed orbit on it is transversally non-degenerate.

Non-degeneracy is Cr-generic for every 1 < r < oo: for every k > 0 there
exists a subset of the space of exact 2-forms dd which is residual in the Cr topology
for which E~x(k) is non-degenerate (see [24, Theorem 1.2]).

Thanks to results of J. A. G. Miranda's, our main theorem implies that if k
belongs to the full-measure set K C (0, cu) which is associated to the magnetic
form dO, then there is an exact 2-form dd with ||dO — dO|]ci < e such that the

exact magnetic flow associated to dd on the energy level k has positive topological
entropy: if E~x{k) is non-degenerate, then this follows from the existence of
infinitely many closed orbits, thanks to [25, Theorem 1.2]; if E~x{k) is not non-
degenerate, then it contains a non-hyperbolic closed orbit, and the existence of
dd follows from [25, Theorem 1.1] (when E~x(k) has at least one non-hyperbolic
closed orbit, dd can be chosen to be close to dd in the C°° topology).

Let us briefly describe the idea of the proof of the Theorem. Since we are working
on an orientable surface the iterates a" of aK are also local minimizers. Using that
the action of aK is negative and ideas in [4] we construct for all sufficiently large
values of n an appropriate negative minimax value and via Struwe's monotonocity
argument [27] applied to the free-period action functional we prove the existence for
a.e. k e (0, cu) of a closed orbit ßK,n with energy k, negative S^-action and which
is not a strict local minimizer. These facts ensure that ßK,n is not an iterate of aK or
Yk- Struwe's monotonicity argument is used to bypass the lack of the Palais-Smale
condition as in [11]. In the non-degenerate situation we show that the mean index
of the minimax orbits ßK,n is actually positive which excludes the possibility that
the curves ßKM for n e N are all iterates of finitely many simple periodic orbits.
To prove positivity of the mean index we use the following fact which is proved
in Section 2 and has independent interest: if a transversally non-degenerate closed
orbit has T'{k) > 0, then it must have positive mean index (or equivalently there

are conjugate points along the orbit). The tools used in the proof of this fact allow
us to prove that the mountain pass closed orbits are either non-hyperbolic or odd

hyperbolic (see Proposition 2.3 and Remark 8.2).

In [4, Theorem 4] Bangert shows that a Riemannian metric on S2 which

possesses a "waist" must have infinitely many closed geodesies. A waist is a closed

geodesic which is a local minimum of the energy functional. The situation that

we have for subcritical energies is similar: as we mentioned above aK is a local
minimizer of the free period action functional so at this stage it seems reasonable to

conjecture that for almost every k < cu there are infinitely many closed magnetic
geodesies with energy k, regardless of any non-degeneracy assumption. We hope to
address this question in a subsequent paper.
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2. Mean index of the free-period action functional

The contents of this section hold for arbitrary Tonelli Lagrangians on configuration
spaces of arbitrary dimension.

Let M be a smooth orientable manifold and H : T* M ^ M, a Hamiltonian dual

to a Tonelli Lagrangian L : TM —> M (that is, L is fiberwise superlinear and satisfies

dvvL(q. v) > 0) via the Legendre transform £ : TM —> T* M. Consider the free

period action functional

If (x.T)isa critical point of S* and y(t) x{t/T) is the corresponding T-periodic
solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation associated to L, we define

Then H(z(t)) k, and z is a T-periodic orbit of the Hamiltonian vector field Xn
on T* M, which is defined by

where u> dp A dq is the standard symplectic form on T* M. We denote by cj)t the
flow of Xh on T*M.

The vector Xh(z(0)) is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 1 of the differential of
the flow

Since the above linear map is symplectic, the eigenvalue 1 has algebraic multiplicity
at least two. Let us assume that (x, T) is transversally non-degenerate, meaning that
the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1 of d0r(z(0)) is exactly two. In this
case, the closed orbit z admits a (unique) orbit cylinder: there exists a smooth map

z(f) := £(y(0, y(0)-

<xhM -dH,

#r(z(0)) : TZ(0)T*M Tz(0)T*M.

(K,t) zK(t), (k, t) e (k — e, k + e) x K,
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which is unique up to time-shifts, such that each zK is a closed orbit of Xh with
period T(k) on H~1(k), and z* z,T(k) T (see e.g. [2, Theorem 8.2.2] or [17,

Proposition 4.2]).
The presence of this orbit cylinder allows to decompose c/</>7-(z(0)) in the

following way (see also [23, pages 104-105]). Set

9
£ := ~^Zlc(°)

By differentiating the identity H(zK{0)) k with respect to k at if, we obtain

-dH(z(0))[£] 1.

Therefore

a>(XH(z(0)U) -dH(z(0))[i;] 1,

so X//(z(0)) and t, form a symplectic basis of the plane V spanned by these two
vectors. By differentiating the equation

4>tm(zA0)) zK(0)

with respect to k at k, we obtain the identity

r(k)XH{zm-d(t>T(zmm

which shows that the plane V is r/</>7-(z(0))-invariant and that the restriction of
d(j)r{z(0)) to V is represented by the matrix

1 T'(k)
0 1

with respect to the symplectic basis Xh(z(0)), £. Then the ru-orthogonal complement

W of V in TZ(0)T*M is also r/$;r(z(0))-invariant. Being cu-orthogonal to Xh,
W is contained in the kernel of dH(z(0)), so it is the tangent space of a Poincare

section, that is a hypersurface in H~l{k) which is transverse to the flow of Xh at

z(0). If we denote by P : W —» W the differential at z(0) of the Poincare return

map associated to such a section, we see that d<pr(z(0)) has the form

/ 1 T'(k) 0 \
r/<Mz(0))= 0 1 0 (2.1)

\ 0 0 P

with respect to the symplectic decomposition TZ(0)T*M V © W. Therefore,
the transversal non-degeneracy condition is equivalent to the fact that the linearized
Poincare map P does not have the eigenvalue 1. From this, it can also be shown that

(x, T) is transversally non-degenerate if and only if the kernel of the second Gateaux
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differential of the free period action functional at (.t, T) is one-dimensional

(hence spanned by the vector (x.0)). We include a proof of this in the appendix
where we also describe in full the kernel of d2S^(,v, T).

Denote by i (x, T) the index of the second differential of §* at (x, T). We will
also consider the fixed period action functional §J(x) §*(*, T). The index of
d2at a critical point x will be denoted by /Y(x). Clearly,

0 < i(x, T) — iT{x) < 1. (2.2)

When (x, T) is strongly non-degenerate, meaning that the eigenvalue 1 of depri^i®))
has algebraic multiplicity two and geometric multiplicity one, or equivalently that P
does not have the eigenvalue 1 and T'{ii) ^ 0, the Morse indices of the free period
action and of the fixed period action are related by the formula

iT(x)+ 1 if T'(k) > 0,-wn j ,r(-v) it r» < o.
<23)

which is proved in [23, Theorem 1.3]. When (.v, T) is transversally non-degenerate
but T'{k) 0, the second differential d2S? of the fixed period action functional has

a two-dimensional kernel. The lower-semicontinuity of the Morse index allows to

generalize the above formula to the transversally non-degenerate case:

Proposition 2.1. Let (x. T) be a transversally non-degenerate critical point o/§^,
and let

Zk : R/T(k)Z -+ M, k e (i< — ,i< + c),

be the corresponding orbit cylinder. Then the Morse indices of the free period and

of the fixed period action functional are related by the formula

•,r -n_ J '>(*)+! ifT'(K)>0,nx'1} j iT(x) ifT'(K)< 0.

Proof We just have to deal with the case T'(if) 0. We modify the ffamiltonian
H as follows

H\ =hxoH, X £ R,

where hx is a diffeomorphism of R such that \\hx — id||C2(R) —>• 0 for A ->• 0, and

such that
1

hx(K) K + -X(k-k)
for k close to k. In particular,

hx{i<) i<. h\(k) (hfl)'(i<) 1, (hfl)"{k) -A.
The Hamiltonian Hx is Tonelli for |A| small, and we denote by Lx its dual
Tonelli Lagrangian. The flow of the vector field Xhx — h'x(H)Xfj is a time
reparametrization of the flow of Xh ' if z is an orbit of Xh of energy H k,

t h-> z(h'x(K)t)
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is an orbit of Xhx of energy Hx hx(K). Since hx(k) k and h'x(k) 1, z* is a

closed orbit of Hx of energy Hx k, and

4(0 -=zh^M(ha(/'Ä1(^))0

is the orbit cylinder of z^ with respect to Xhx. The closed orbit z^ has energy
Hx k and period

T(k)
TX(K) — V (AT1)»?»-

Since T'(k) 0, we find

400 (h-xl)"(k)T(k) -A7m (2.4)

The point (x,T) is critical for the free-period action functionals which is associated

to the Lagrangian Lx and the energy k, for every |A| small. Being transversally non-
degenerate with respect to the Lagrangian L$ L, (x,T) remains transversally
non-degenerate for the Lagrangian Lx for |A| small enough, and the Morse index

ix(x,T) with respect to the free period action functional associated to Lx is constant:

ix(x, T) i(x, T) for |A[ small.

By (2.4), (x, T) is strongly non-degenerate for Lx when A ^ 0, and by (2.3) the

i£(index fi(x) of jc with respect to the fixed period-T action functional associated to

Lx is

i(x-T)- 1 if A < 0,
t[ ' i{x,T) if A > 0.

Since the second differential at x of the fixed period-T action functional associated to
Lx varies continuously with A, the lower semi-continuity of the Morse index implies
that

iT(x) 4(x) i(x,T)~ 1.

The mean index with respect to the free period action functional is defined as

?(x, T) := lint -i(xn.riT),
«—>oo n

where xn(s) := x(ns) for every s e T. By (2.2), the above limit exists, as

it coincides with the classical mean index with respect to the fixed period action
functional

?t(x) := lim -inT(x"),
n —>oo ]\

and it is positive if and only if there are conjugate points along the orbit.
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Theorem 2.2. Let y (x, I be a transverscilly non-degenerate critical point ofSa,
and let z be the corresponding T-periodic orbit ofXh Assume that the period T(k)
in the orbit cylinder which passes through z satisfies T'(k) > 0. Then 7(x, T) > 0.

Ax a consequence, if a transversally non-degenerate critical point (x, T) satisfies

'(* T) > 1, thenT(x, T) > 0.

A prototypical example is the pendulum, with phase space T*Sl: the con-
tractible periodic orbits (i.e. the orbits whose energy is below that of the separatrix)
form an orbit cylinder for which T' > 0, and indeed these orbits have positive mean
index; the non-contractible periodic orbits form an orbit cylinder for which T' < 0,
and they all have zero mean index.

Proof. Since M is orientable, the vector bundle y*{TM) can be trivialized, and the

linearization of the Euler-Lagrange equation along x produces a linear second order

Lagrangian system in R". Following [7] one can associate to such a linear system
an index function A : S1 —> N such that A(l) ij(x). We will make use of the

following properties of A. For the proofs we refer to [7], [21], or [22, Section 2.2].

(i) The discontinuity points of A are contained in S1 na(d(pT(z(0))), where er(-)

indicates the spectrum of a linear map.

(ii) The splitting numbers S±{z) := lim£^0± K{elEz) — A(z) are non-negative
and depend only on the restriction of dfirUiO)) to the generalised eigenspace
associated to the eigenvalue z.

Thus, we conclude from the properties above that 7(x, T) 0 if and only if
,nr(x") 0 for every n.

By property (ii), by the expression (2.1) for d^j{z{0)), and by the assumption
that P does not have the eigenvalue 1, the splitting numbers 5±(1) are determined
by the matrix

It turns out that the condition T'{k) > 0 ensures that 5,+(l) 5,_(1) 1, see
[7, Examples I and II, page 181] and [21, page 198]. Therefore, by properties (i)
and (ii) we deduce that A(e±lE) > 0 if e > 0 is sufficiently small and consequently
T(x, T) > 0.

(iii) inT(xn) Ez" 1 A0)-

It follows from (iii) that

A(z) dz.
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Finally, assume that i(x, T) > 1 If T'(k) < 0 then the orbit is strongly non-
degenerate and (2.3) implies that

it(x) — i (x, T) > 1,

soT(x, T) > 0. If T'(k) > 0 thenT(x, T) > 0 by the above statement.

The tools in the proof of the previous theorem can also be used to prove the

following proposition. Let us recall that a periodic orbit is hyperbolic if every
eigenvalue of its linearized Poincare map P has modulus different from one We

say that a periodic orbit is odd hyperbolic if it is hyperbolic and the number of
eigenvalues (counted with algebraic multiplicity) in the interval (—1.0) is odd.

Proposition 2.3. Let y (x. T) be a critical point of §* such that the Morse index

i(x.T) is odd and y is a hypeibohc periodic orbit. Then y is odd Inpeibolu

Proof. Let i(x.T) 2k + 1, k e N. Since the only eigenvalue of d(pr(-(0))
in the unit circle is 1, Bott's index function A is completely determined by the

Morse index of .v (for the fixed period action functional) and the splitting number

S+(\) S"(l). There are two possibilities:

(0 T'(k) < 0. in this case it(x) i(x,T) 2k + 1, by (2.3), and

S+(l) S"(l) 0 (see again [7, Example II, page 181]), hence Bott's
index function is constantly equal to 2k + 1

(11) T'(k) > O1 in this case /7-(v) i(x.T) — 1 2k. by Proposition 2 1,

and S + (l) S~(l) 1 (see again [7, Examples I and II, page 181]),
consequently A (1) 2k and A(z) 2^ + 1 for every zeS'\{l]

By Bott's formula

lnT{xn)= J2 A( )-

z" 1

we conclude that in both cases the indices of the odd and even iterates of v have

different panties (more precisely, inr(xn) (2k + 1)// in case (1) and /n7*(v")
(2k + 1 )n — 1 in case (11))

Following [20, 21], one can define the index of a symplectic path (starting at

the identity) as the infimum of the Conley-Zehnder indices of a non-degenerate
perturbation in the C°-topology (see [20, 211 lor details). In this way, one can
dehne the index of a periodic orbit as the index of the symplectic path given by
the linearized Hamiltonian flow using a symplectic tnviahzation of TT*M along
the orbit This index depends on the choice of the tnviahzation, but its parity does

not. Moreover, it coincides with the Morse index for Tonelli Hamiltonians if one
uses a vertical tnviahzation, that is, a tnviahzation of TT*M that sends the vertical
distribution to a hxed Lagrangian subspace in R2", see ]21, Theorem 7.3.4] and [22,
Theorem 2 3 5].
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Now, write z*(TT* M) as a direct sum V © W, where the subbundles V and W
are obtained by applying the differential of the flow (pt to V and W (recall that V
and W were introduced just before equation (2.1)) By construction, these subbundles

are invariant by d(p,, symplectic and symplectic orthogonal. Fix a trivialization of
z*(TT* M) that sends V and W to fixed symplectic subspaces of R2". Assume also

that it sends £, := —^zK(t) and Xff(z(t)) to fixed vectors that do not depend

on t. Notice that this trivialization does not need to be vertical, but, as mentioned
above, it does not affect the parity of the index. Consequently, the parities of the

indices of the odd and even iterates are different.

By properties of the index, the index of r (with respect to this fixed trivialization)
is given by the sum of the indices of the linearized flow restricted to V and W.
The linearized flow restricted to V is a symplectic shear and it is not hard to see

that the parity of its index is the same for every iterate (see [21, Theorem 8.1.4];
in fact, one can actually show that the index is constantly equal to 0 in case (i) and
— 1 in case (ii) for every iterate). Thus, the panties of the indices of the even and
odd iterates of the linearized flow restricted to W must be different. But it is well
known that this property holds if and only if the number of eigenvalues (counted
with algebraic multiplicity) of the linearized return map in the interval — 1.0) is odd
(see, for instance, [ 1. Proposition 1.4.5] or [32, Lemma 3.2.4]).

3. Existence of local minimizers

In this section we recall some of the main results m [13] and we show how
these results imply the existence of local minimizers of the functional on

x (0. -poo), for every positive energy k below the Mane critical value
Co-

Let M be a closed oriented surface and let p : M0 — M denote the abelian
cover. If k < i o, there exists an absolutely continuous closed curve y : [0. T] —>• Mo
with negative S^-action (here the action §* of a closed curve in M0 is associated to
the lift of L to Mo) By the procedure explained in [13, Lemma 3.3] there exists
a simple piecewise smooth closed curve ß in M0 with constant speed \flk and

negative S^-action. The curve p o ß is homologous to zero and has negative
Sanction, but it may not be simple. To remedy this we pass to a finite cover N —>• M
as follows. Since the group of covering transformations of p : M0 —> M is abelian,
't is residually finite (i.e. the intersection of all its normal subgroups of finite index
is trivial). Hence given a compact set K C Mo there exist coverings pn : N —> M
and tzn p/0 _> jy such that pn ° tin P, PN IS a finite covering and ttn\k is

•njective Since the image of ß is a compact set, we can find coverings as above with
71N ° ß a simple closed curve.
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Now if k < Co, Theorem C.5 in [13] shows that there exists a multicurve a in
N homologous to zero and with negative S^-action such that each component is a

simple closed magnetic geodesic with energy k. In addition if r is any other smooth

simple closed multicurve homologous to zero, then

JIkUt) + f 6 > sflKl{a) + f 9 §*(«).
Jz Ja

where I denotes length. Using the elementary estimate

sk(t) > 4TkI{x) + f o<

we deduce that

§k(t) > S*r(0f)

i.e. a is a global minimizer of the free-period action functional in N among all

simple closed multicurves homologous to zero. This implies in particular that each

component of a is a local minimizer of the free-period action functional on the

space Cl(T,N) x (0,+00) (because the set of C1 -embeddings of the circle is

C'-open). Since the §K-action of the multicurve is negative, we find at least one
closed curve in N which has negative S^-action and which is a local minimizer in

C'(T, N) x (0, +00). If we project such a curve to M we find a closed curve

aK in M which continues to have negative S^-action and is a local minimizer in
C1 (T. M) x (0, +00). The latter assertion follows from the fact that the projection
map

C!(T, N) x (0,+oc) -> C^T, M) X (O.+oo)

is open. The curve aK may not be simple, but that is not an issue for us.

With a slight abuse of terminology, we say that 0? (x.T) is a strict local
minimizer of §* in C'(T, M) x (0, +00) (resp. in Hl{T, M) x (0. +00)) if the

T-orbit of a
T -a {(x(o + -),T) I ct e T}

has a neighborhood U in C1 (T, M) x (0, +00) (resp. in H1 (T. M) x (0, +00)) such

that

Sfc(y) > §*:(«) VyeZT\ T-ck.

We notice that if a is a local minimizer of S* but not a strict local minimizer, then
there is a sequence (an) C (T • ct)c of local minimizers which converges to a, and in

particular there are infinitely many closed magnetic geodesies.
We need to know that (strict) C1-local minimizers are also (strict) Hl-local

minimizers. This follows from the lemma below, whose proof was communicated
to us by M. Mazzucchelli (see also [8], [9] and [28] for similar results in different
settings and with different proofs):
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Lemma 3.1. Let a (x. T) be a closed magnetic geodesic which is a local
minimzer of SK in C1(T,M) x (0, +oo). Then a is also a local minimizer
of §„. in II1 (T. M) x (0,+oo). If moreover a is a strict local minimizer in

C](T. M)x(0, +oo), then it is also a strict local minimizer in Hl(T. M)x(0, +oo).

Proof. Let us prove the first assertion. We assume that a is not a local
minimizer in //'(T, M) x (0. +oo) and we prove that it is not a local minimizer in

C'(T, M) x (0, +oo) either. We carry out our argument after a few preliminaries.
Let U be a neighborhood of a in HX{T, M) x (0,+00) such that the elements

(y. S) eU have uniform bounds

0 < T0 < 5 < T\ < +00 and ||y||£2(T) < C.

In particular, U is an equicontinuous family of periodic curves y : IR. —> M. Then
we can find a natural number h which is so large that the following holds: for
every y (y, 5) e U and every j 0,1,... ,h — \ there is a unique curve

[jS/h.(j + I)!?///] —> M which minimizes the Lagrangian action among all
absolutely continuous curves on [jS/h,(j + 1)5/ h] with end points y(jS/h) and

Y((j + 1)5//?) (see e.g. [22, Theorem 4.1.1]). For such a large h we can define the

continuous map

A : U - H1 (T, M) x (0, +00), y y,

which maps every y (y, 5) e U to the unique curve y : M/5Z —> M such that
for every j =0,1 h — 1:

(i) y(jS/h) y(y5/h);
(") 9\[js/h,(j + \)s/h] minimizes the Lagrangian action among the absolutely

continuous curves on [jS/h,(j + l)S/h] with end points y(jS/h) and

y((j + 1)5//;).
The continuity of A is a consequence of [22, Theorem 4.1.2] (and holds with a target
space having a much finer topology). The curve y A(y) is a /t-broken solution of
the Euler-Lagrange equation of L. By (ii) we have

S„(A(y)) < §*(y) VyeW.

Moreover, being a smooth solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation of L and by our
choice of h, a is a fixed point of A.

Let p e C°°(T) be a smooth non-negative function with support in (—1/2, 1/2)
and integral 1. For each e > Owe set p(t) p{t/c)/e, so that pe converges to
the Dirac delta So in the sense of distributions for e —»• 0. By Whitney's theorem,
there exists an embedding M RN and, for a tubular neighborhood U C M.N of
M, a smooth retraction r : U —>• M. For each sufficiently small f > Owe define a

continuous mapping

©e : U - C°°(T, M) x (0, +00)
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by 0e(y, 5) := (y, S), where

ye := r o(y * pe),

and * denotes the convolution on T.
Consider a sequence y„ (xn,T„) which converges to a (x,T) in

H1 (T, M) x (0, +oo) and such that

§*(}+) < M«) V/? e N.

The sequence y„ (xn, Tn) := A(y„) also converges to a in //1 (T, M) x (0, +oo)
and

S(c(y«) < §/c(y«) < S«r(a) V/1 e N. (3.1)

Each restriction l[y/A,(y+i)/A] is a reparametrized Euler-Lagrange curve whose

end-points converge to x(j/h) and x((j + 1)/h). By the continuous dependence of
the absolute minimizers of the Lagrangian action with respect to the end-points (see

[22, Theorem 4.1.2]), we have the convergence

Xn\u/h,u+\)/h] x\[j/h,u+D/h] (3.2)

in the C°°-topology, for every j 0, 1 — 1.

By (3.1), we can find an infinitesimal sequence (e„) C (0, +oo) such that

M0e„(y«)) < v" e N-

There remains to prove that B(/l (xn) converges to x in the C '-topology.
Since xn is continuous and piece-wise smooth, it is absolutely continuous and its

a.e. defined pointwise derivative agrees with its distributional derivative. Therefore

d /„ d

J* L°°(T)

--''W'»+ -So)

<

<

^ds

+

^-(Xn~x)
ds L°°(T)

L°°(T)

' II Pen Hz.' (T) +

Z°°(T)

(T*)
L°°(T)

('JsX) * (P(" ~ So)

L°°(T)

— 'Pn —-hi

The sequence (pn) is infinitesimal by (3.2). The sequence (qn) is also

infinitesimal because x is smooth and (pe„) converges to <5o in the distributional
sense. Therefore,

d d
Ts(Xn*Pe"}~^x 0 for n —> oo.

L°°(T)
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Since the retraction r is smooth and fixes x, we conclude that

d d
— EE(x„i x —> 0 for n oo.

This proves the first statement.

Now assume that the local minimizer a (x, T) is not strict in Hx{T, M) x
(0, +oo). Then we can find a sequence of local minimizers y„ (x„, Tn) in the

complement of T • a which converges to a in 771 (T, M) x (0, +oo). In particular,
(xn) converges to x uniformly and, up to a subsequence, (dxn/ds) converges to

dx/ds almost everywhere. Since the curves yn are solutions of the Euler-Lagrange
equation, the smooth dependence of the Cauchy problem on initial data implies that

(x„) converges to x in C°°(T, M). In particular, the local minimizer a (x, T) is

not strict in C1 (T, M) x (0, +oo), as we wished to prove.

Summarizing, we have proved the following:

Lemma 3.2. For every k e (0, c'o) there is a closed magnetic geodesic aK with

energy k and S(a)f) < 0 which is a local minimizer ofSK in H1 (T, M) x (0, +oo).

We observe that in principle aK may belong to a non-trivial homotopy class and

might even be not null-homologous (since we have chosen one suitable component
of the null-homologous cycle a).

4. Persistence of local minimizers

Set A4 := 77'(T, M) x (0, +oo). The fact that M is an orientable surface implies
that a closed curve in M which is a (strict) local minimizer of on A4 remains a

(strict) local minimizer also when iterated:

Lemma 4.1. If a : [0, T] -> M is a local minimizer (resp. strict local minimizer) of
SK on A4, then for every n > 1 its n-th iterate a"(t) : [0, nT] — M is also a local
minimizer (resp. strict local minimizer) ofSK on A4.

This type of result fails in dimensions greater than or equal to three even in the

Riemannian case as examples of Hedlund show 114]. It also fails for non-orientable

surfaces, cf. [19, Exercise 9.7.11.

The proof of Lemma 4.1 hinges on the following lemma, in which we say that a

sequence of C 1

curves y/, : [5/,, 7),] —> M converges to a curve y : [S,T] —> M
in C1 iff Tf, — Sh — T — S and x/,(.v) := y/,(S/, + (7), - .S'/,).v) converges to

*(j) := y(S + (T — S)s) in C 1

([0. 1], M).

Lemma 4.2. Let y : [0.T] M be a smooth immersed closed curve, let n >2
be an integer, and let y/, : [0, 7),] —> M be a sequence of C1 closed curves which

converges to the n-th iterate y" : [0. nT] ^ M in C1. Then, up to a subsequence
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and up to time-shifts in parametrization of the closed curves yk and Y> there exists a

sequence Sk £ [0, 7),] such that:

(i) Sh^T;
(it) Yh(0) Yh(Sh) Yh(Th):

(Hi) the sequence Yh\[o,sh] converges to y in C

(iv) the sequence Yh\[Sh,Th] converges to y"~' in C

Proof. Extend the functions y and yk to the whole R by periodicity. Since M is an

orientable surface, we can choose coordinates (0, A) £ R/ TZxR on a neighborhood
of the immersed closed curve y(R) in such a way that

y(t) (/ + TZ,0) V/eR.

Up to neglecting finitely many terms, the sequence (y/,) consists of curves whose

image is in such a neighborhood and hence

Yh(t) (0h(t) + TZ,Xh{t)),

where the sequences of C 1 functions 0/,, A/, : R -»• R converge to the identity and

to the zero function in C1 (R, R), A/, is 7/,-periodic, and 0/, satisfies

@h(t T Th) t\T + 0/j(t) Vf £ R.

Up to neglecting finitely many terms, 0/, : R -» R is a C1 diffeomorphism and its

inverse satisfies
0,71 (.s + n T) Th + 8f1 (s) V.v £ R. (4.1)

Fix some h £ N. The real bi-infinite sequence

(dj)jez := {^h{^hlUT)))

is /(-periodic. In particular, it cannot be strictly monotone: w.l.o.g. we can find an

integer A A/, £ [ 1, // — 1] such that

Pk-i < Pk and pk>pk+].

Then the continuous function

f(o) := Xh (0,7' ((A + a)T)) - Xh - 1 + a)T))

satisfies /(()) > 0 and /(l) < 0. Therefore, there exists nk e [0, 1] such that

f(ah) 0. Set

Sh '= ~ 1 + °h)T) and th := Of1 ((A/, + ah)T).
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Up to a subsequence, (.?/,) converges to some s and (f/,) converges to some t with
t — s T. Since a/, is a zero of /, we find

Yh(sh) (i^h — 1 + ah)T + TZ, A/,(0/( '((A/, — 1 + ah)T))^

{(kh + crif)T + TZ. Xh (9h
1

((A'/, + Oh)T) — 7/,)^

({kh +ch)T + TZ,Xh(e;l«kh + <Jh)T)j) yh(th),

where we have used (4.1) and the 7),-periodicity of A/,. Moreover, the sequence
Yh\[s,„th] converges to y|[iV-] in C\ while Yh\[th,sh+Th] converges to Y\[t,i+nT\
in C1. The conclusion follows by shifting yi, by s/, and y by A, and by setting
Sfj //,— .v/7. D

Proofof Lemma 4.1. We assume that a is a local minimizer (resp. strict local

minimizer) and we prove that also a" is a local minimizer (resp. strict local

minimizer) for every n e N. We argue by induction on /;, the case n 1 being

trivially true. Assume the statement to be true for u — 1 and, by contradiction, that it
fails for some n > 2. Then Lemma 3.1 implies that a" is not a local minimizer (resp.

not a strict local minimizer) in the C1 topology: there exists a sequence of closed

C 1

curves y/, : [0, 7/,] -> M which converges to a" in C1 and satisfies

§k(L/I) < («") nSK(a) (4.2)

(resp. yhf T • a" and S„ (y/,) < §*(<*") »§*(«))•

By Lemma 4.2, up to a subsequence and time-shifts, y/, is the juxtaposition of two

curves y/,|[0,s/(] and yh\[sh,Th] such that y,,(0) yh(Sh) yh(Th), which converge
to a and a"~l in C1, respectively. The curves y/,|[o,s/;] and yh\[sh,Th] belong a

fortiori to A4, and they converge to a and a"_l in the topology of A4. Since a
and a"~l are local minimizers (resp. strict local minimizers) in A4 by the inductive

hypothesis,

Mwl[o,S/,l) > §*(«). My/<lu/,.7u) ^ S*(a"_l) (« - OSicja),

(resp. §K(y/,|[0,5/l]) > §*(a) or y/Jp.s,,] e T • a.

MUil[S/„r,,]) >§*(«""') (» - \)SK{a) or Yh\[sh,Th] eT-a"-1),

for It large enough, from which we obtain

S*(y/,) My/ilto.su) + Mu,lis,,.77]) - §x(a) + (n - OS* (a) «§*(«),

(resp. §Ar(y/I) > §*(«) + (n - 1 )§*((*) nSK(a) or yh e T • a").

which contradicts (4.2).
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5. The negative gradient flow of §* and strict local minimizers

Let <p : (0, +oo) -> (0, +oo) be a smooth function such that tp(T) T2 for

T < 1/2 and <p(T) 1 for T > 1. Following [11], we endow the Hilbert manifold

A4 H1 (T, M) x (0, +oo) with the Riemannian structure

<(£i- h). (& *2)}(x,T) T'T2 +

where (*, T) e A4,

(£i • ri), (^2-li) £ TXA4 TxHl(T, M) xE,

and (•, -)x denotes the standard Riemannian structure on H1 (T, M) which is induced

by a Riemannian structure on M. Since tp(T) -> 0 for T 0, this metric has

more non-converging Cauchy sequences than the product one and is a fortiori not

complete.
The functional SK is smooth on A4, and V§K denotes its gradient vector field

with respect to the Riemannian structure defined above. We shall use the following
results from [11].

Lemma 5.1 ([11], Lemma 6.9). Let (x, T) : [0, p) -> A4 be a flow line of—VS*
such that

lim inf 7"(r) 0.
r~*p

Then
lim §*(*(0,7(0) 0.

r—>-p
v '

Lemma 5.2. Let k > 0 and let (*/,. 7/,) be a Palais-Smale sequence for §* i.e.

§*(*/,, Th) remains bounded and ||r/S*(x/,, 7/j)|| tends to zero. //"(7~)2) is bounded,

then (*/,. Th) has a convergent subsequence in A4.

Proof. The sequence (7),) is bounded away from zero: if not, Proposition 3.8 in

[11] would imply that a subsequence of (*/,) converges to a constant loop which
is an equilibrium orbit with energy k. But in the case of a magnetic Lagrangian, all

constant loops are equilibrium orbits with zero energy. The results now follows from
the fact that Palais-Smale sequences (*/,, Th) with (Th) bounded and bounded away
from zero have a converging subsequence by [11, Proposition 3.12].

The above result implies in particular that the Palais-Smale condition holds

locally, and this allows to prove that the T-orbit of a strict local minimizer a has

neighborhoods on whose boundary the infimum of §* is strictly larger than SK(a):

Lemma 5.3. Let a (x. T) be a strict local minimizer of S* on A4. If the

neighborhood U ofT a is sufficiently small, then

inf§* > §*(a).
on
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Proof. Denote by Mg the open ^-neighborhood of the set T • a in M.. Let S > 0 be

so small that the gradient of §* is bounded on Mg and there holds

S*r(y) > §«:(<*) Vy e J\fg\T • a. (5.1)

Let U be a neighborhood of T • a which is contained in A/5/2, and assume by
contradiction that

infSK §*(«).
:)u

Let e > 0 be such that

Let (f> be the negative gradient llow of Since the gradient of §* is bounded on
Mg, the above inclusion implies the existence of a positive number p such that

0([o,p] x du) c Mg \J\fe/2-

Let (Yh) C i)U be a sequence such that (§«-(y/,)) converges to S^a). Since

mm \\d§K((l>r(yii))\\2 S ~ f \\d§K(<t>r(Yh))\\2 dr ~~ f j-§A<l>r(Yh)) dr
re[o,p]M p Jo p Jo dr

— (s*r(y/i) -M<My/,))) 5 -(§/r(y/,) -§*(«)) ->o,
p p

the functional S* has a Palais-Smale sequence

Yh <P(Ph. Yh) e Mg \ K/2- Ph e [0, p],

such that (S^Ty/,)) converges to SK{a). By Lemma 5.2 we deduce the existence of a

critical point

y J\fg\ N(/2

such that §*-(y) §*(<*). This contradicts (5.1).

6, The minimax values

For any k e (0, cu) C (0.co) let aK e M be a local minimizer of §* with
whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 3.2. Let P C (0, cu) be the

set of values of k for which the local minimizer aK is strict, and let Q C P be the set

of values k for which aK is transversally non-degenerate (see the Introduction and

Section 2 for the definition). By Lemma 4.1, is a strict local minimizer for every
k e P and every n e N (when k e Q, a" may not be transversally non-degenerate
for n > 1, because the linearized Poincare map of aK may have eigenvalues which

are roots of 1).
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We shall dehne two minimax values the first one is associated to energies close

to a value k* e P, the second one is associated to energies close to a value k* e Q

We begin with the case of an energy level k* in P Since k* < cu, the infimum
of §*„ over all contractible curves is —oo, so we can find an element p. e A4 in the

same tree homotopy class of aKt such that

§k„(aO < §*:,(««:.) < o

Since §* -> §*;„ pointwise foi k -> k*, we can find an open interval / C (0, iu)
containing k* such that

SK(p) < SK(aKJ < 0, Vice/. (6 1)

For every n e N we set

Vn {» e C°([0. 1 },M) | "(0) =<, n(l) /'},
and we dehne a function p„ I -» K by

P„(k) inf max §K(u(a))
wen,, <je[0 1]

Since S* depends monotonically on k, the function k i-> pn(ic) is (not necessarily

strictly) increasing tor every /; N

Now let k* e Q Therefore, the kernel of d2§**(0*^) is one-dimensional and

coincides with the tangent line to T • aKt at aKt Let / C (0, cu) be an open inteival

containing k* foi which theie is a smooth orbit cylinder {äK}K&i withä^, aK„ äK

is a Tf/rJ-penodic 01 bit of energy k, with T'(k*) 7^ 0. The closed curve aK may or

may not coincide with aK Up to leducing I, we may assume that äK is a transversally
non-degenerate local mimmi/er of §* for every k e I

Since k* < iu we can hnd a closed curve p e A4 in the same free homotopy
class of aKt such that

§*,(/-0 < < 0

Up to reducing I even more, we may assume that

SK(p) <SK(äK) <0 Vice/ (6 2)

For every tc e I and every 11 G N we set

Qn(K) {w e C°([0. 1 }.M) I n(0) =&«, M(l) M»},

and we dehne a function qn I -» R by

qn{K) inf max §*(11(0))
i'6Q„N)<xe[o,i]

v '

Notice that, unlike V„, the class Qn(ic) depends on the energy level k Theretoie,
the monotonicity of qn does not follow directly front the monotomcity of k k» §*,
but requires a proof
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Lemma 6.1. The function q„ : / -» R is monotonically increasing.

Proof. Let kq < K\ be elements of I. For every u Q„(k\) we define the path

v £ Q„(ko) as

i v if 0 < a < 1 /2,
y((j) _ 1 ko + 2O(K\ —/Co) — — '

I w(2a — 1), if 1/2 < a < 1.

Since äK is a critical point of S*, we find

d r däK "I 9S/C- OS«:

—§K{aK) — + —(a*) ~X-(UK) T{K) > 0.
ÜK l OK J OK OK

Therefore we have for k e [/c0. K\\

SK()(«") < I'^AÜk) < "Sjc, (Öt/c, §Kl (<*",) S*-,(M(0)),

front which we obtain

max SKn(v(o)) < max §/f|(n(a)).
CTS[0,1] <76[0,1]

By taking the infimum over all u e Q„(ki) we conclude that qn(Ko) < q„(Ki).

The following lemma is based on an argument which is due to V. Bangert [4]:

Lemma 6.2. Let /Iq. ji \ £ A4 he in the same free homotopy class, and let

Tln := {u £ C°([0, 1 ],M) | U(0) pn0, u(\) p'l}.

Fix a number k and set

c„ := inf max §k(h(ct)).
ue JZn <t6[o,I]

Then there exists a number A such that

O, <n max{§ff()Uo).S*:(Mi)} + A V/; e N.

Proof. Let it (x,T) £ Tl\ be such that the curve

r : [0, 1] M, r(a) := .r(cr)(0)

is smooth and let r be the inverse curve, f(o) : r (1 — o).
Let n be a natural number. Let v £ 7ln be the homotopy connecting /zjj to pt"

which is obtained from it by pulling one loop at a time (see |4, Fig. 1]). That is, for
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a typical value of a in [0, 1], v(a) is obtained as the juxtaposition of the following
curves:

4 : [0, IiTq] - M,

rl[o,.s] : [0,.v] M,

Ys : [0. Ts] -> M,

r|[s,,] : [.v, 1] - M.

/i'r/,_l: [<).(«-/» - n^i] -> m,

i : [0. 1] -> M,

for some natural number h h(a) < n — 1 and for some real number s .v(rr) e

[0. 1]. For other values of a g [0. 1] the form of the curve is different, because the

first loop fxo has still to be transported to fi\, or all the loops have been transported
to fx" and there is still to eliminate the curves r and f. See [5, proof of Theorem 11

for the precise construction.

Notice that here we never reparametrize the curves, we just juxtapose them

by shifting their original parametrization. The free period action functional S* is

additive with respect to such a way of juxtaposing curves, therefore the action of the

curve v(o) defined by (6.3) is

(u(<t)) hS,c(fio) + §k(t|[o„9]) + §k(ys) + (n -h - ljS^Gut) + §*•(?).

This quantity can be bounded from above by

§K(v(a)) < n max{SK(fi0),§Aßi)} + A,

where the number

A := -minfS^t/tol.S^f/ri)! + max ^(r|[0„s]) + §^(f) + max §^(yj
se[o,i] je[o,i]

does not depend on //. The thesis follows.

Let us consider again the case k* e P. Fix a number k* g / such that k* > k*.
If we apply the above lemma to /r0 a*-,, fi\ fi and k k*, by (6.1) we can
find an integer such that

Pn(K*) < 0 V/) > /)„.

By the monotonicity of p„, we deduce that, up to the replacement of I by the interval
/ n (0. k*), we may assume that

pn(K) <0 Wk g /, V/) > n0.
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Since a"" is a strict local minimizer of by Lemma 5.3 we can find a bounded

neighborhood U C A4 of T • a"" which does not contain and such that

infS^ >
dU

Since §* —> uniformly on bounded sets for k -> k*, up to reducing the interval

/ even more we may assume that

infS* > SK(a"°), V/r e I.
du

Since any path belonging to V„0 must cross dU, the above inequality implies that

pno(K) > SK«»), V/r I. (6.4)

Recalling also (6.1), we have proved the following:
Lemma 6.3. For any k* e P there is a natural number no and an open inten'al
I C (0, cu) containing k* such that

S*-(M"°) < §*(«"") < Pn„00 < 0

for every k in I.
Now let k* e Q. Applying Lemma 6.2 to k k*, for some k* I, k* > k*,

Po aK* and p\ p., by (6.2) we have

lim cjn{K*) —oo.
n—*oo

Since qn is increasing, up to the replacement of / with the interval I D (0, k*) we

may assume that

lim r/„(/r) —oo uniformly in k e /, (6.5)
n—>oo

and in particular there exists an integer /;() > 1 such that

cIh(K) <0 Vre I, Vn > no.

Let k e /. Since aK is a strict local minimizer. Lemma 4.1 implies that ä" is a strict
local minimizer for every n e N. Therefore

dn(K) > §*(<*") V/r e /, Wn N.

Notice that here, unlike in (6.4), the strict inequality between the minimax value and

the value of the functional on one end-point of the paths in the mountain pass class

holds for every n and every k g /. In (6.4) instead, enlarging the set of n for which
the inequality is strict may force to reduce the interval 1. Recalling also (6.2), we

have proved the following:
Lemma 6.4. Let k* G Q. Then there is a natural number n o and an open inten'al
I C (0. r,,) containing k* such that

§Apn) < §«(<*") < </»(*") < o

for every k in I and every n > iiq.
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7. The monotonicity argument

The following lemma uses Struwe's monotonicity argument [27] (see also [11,

Proposition 7.1] for an application of this argument to the free period action

functional) and replaces the classical deformation lemma.

Lemma 7.1. Let k* P (resp. k¥ e Q). Let n0 and I be as in Lemma 6.3 (resp.

6.4). Let ic I be a point where the function

c(k) := p>U)(k) (resp. c(k) := c/n(/c) for some n > n0)

has a linear modulus of right-i ontinuity, that is there exist 8 > 0 and M > 0 such

that

c(ic)-i(ic) < M(k -ic), Vk e[ic,ic + 8) c I. (7.1)

Then for every open neihborhood U of the set

crit§£ fl {§* c(k)}

there exists an element v ofV„() (resp. of Q„(ic)) such that

u([0, 1]) C {§* < c(k)} U U.

Proof Let (zc/,) C / be a strictly decreasing sequence which converges to ic, and set

eh \= Kh - k | 0. We pick »/, in Vnn (resp. in Qn(ich)) such that

max §Kf (w/,(ct)) < c(Kh) + ch.
<je[o,i]

7

Let y (\. T) e »/,([(). 1]) be such that §*(y) > c(ic) - eh. Since ic satisfies (7.1),
we have

T _ §k„Q/) — Sie(y)
<

t(Kh) + eh-c(ic) + eh
< M + 2

Kh-ic h
Moreover,

§*(y) < §/c,,(y) 5 t(Kh) + <th < c(k) + (M + \ )eh.

By the above considerations,

uh([0. 1]) C Ah U {§* < c(ic) -h), (7.2)

where

Ah {(x.T)eM\T < M + 2 and §*(-*, T) < c(ic) + (M + l)e/,}.

The estimate

S"iX- T)=lf /T|i,>)|2''5 + fp'W + ST > ±||i||y -
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implies that the set Ah is bounded in A4, uniformly in h. Set

Ao := Sjc(a"'J) in the case /c* P,

Aq := Sz(ä£) in the case k* e Q.

By Lemmata 6.3 and 6.4 we can find numbers A i. A%, A3, A4 such that

Ao < A\ < A2 < c(ic) < A3 < A4 < 0.

In the case /r* e P we have w/,(0) aand m/,( 1) /V'(), so Lemma 6.3 implies
that

Si(»A(0)) Ao < At, Sa (!//,(1 ))< A0 < Ax. (7.3)

In the case /c* e Q the left-hand point of t//, is instead ä" but the continuity of
k i->- ä" guarantees the existence of rj > 0 such that

S^(äK)</l| V/r e {k - rjA + rj), (7.4)

so also in this case

§*(»/,(0)) < Ai, §Ai<h(l))<A0<Al, (7.5)

for h large enough.
Let (p be the flow of the vector field obtained by multiplying —VSa by a suitable

non-negative function, whose role is to make the vector field bounded on A4,
vanishing on

< Ai) U {§* > A4},

while keeping the uniform decrease condition

-^-§*(0r(z)) < -min{||r/S/f(^(z))||2, l}, if A2 < §a(^r(A) < A3. (7.6)

Then (p is well-delined on [0. +oo[xA4: the only source of non-completeness is T
going to 0, which by Lemma 5.1 happens only for negative-gradient flow lines for
which the action tends to 0; but we have made the vector field vanish near level 0.

Since §* decreases along the flow lines and (p maps bounded sets into bounded sets,

we have from (7.2)

0([O, 1] x »/,([(). 1])) C Bh U {§* < C(ic) - eh}, (7.7)

for some uniformly bounded set

Bh C {§* <C(K) + (M + l)e/,}. (7.8)

Let B C A4 be a bounded closed set which contains B/t for every h e N. Since the

Palais-Smale condition holds on bounded sets (Lemma 5.2), the set

K := B fl crit fl {§* c(i<)}
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is compact. The open set U is in particular a neighborhood of K. Since K consists

of fixed points of the flow 0, we can find an open neighoborhood V C U of K such

that

0([O, 1] x V) C U. (7.9)

Since satisfies the Palais-Smale condition on B, we can find e > 0 and 0 < 8 < 1

such that

\\cm-Ay)\\ > 8 Vye(ß\V)n{c(/?)-e<Si <c(*) + e}. (7.10)

By (7.7) and (7.8), for every (r, a) e [0, 1] x [0, 1] and every /; e N there holds

<M»/,(ct)) C (B n !§* < c(k) + (M + l)eA})u{Ss < c(*)}. (7.11)

Let a 6 [0, 1] be such that

§*(</>! (w/,(cx))) > c(i<) and 0, (uh(a)) <£ U. (7.12)

By (7.9), (pr{it/,((j)) cannot belong to V for any r e [0, 1], and together with (7.11)
and the fact that decreases along the orbits of 0, we obtain

0([O. 1] x \uh(a)!) C (B\ V) n {c(k) <§t< c{k) + (M + l)e/l}.

If h is so large that (M + l)e/, < e, (7.10) implies that

||r/§,(0r(u/,(a)))|| >5 Vr e [0,1],

so by (7.6)

fl d
C(K) < §k(0I(2//,(ct))) Sjf(0o(»A(^))) + J -j^§a{(t>r{uh((j)))dr

<c(k) + (M + l)e/,-<52.

The above inequality implies that eh > S2/(M + 1). Since (eÄ) is infinitesimal, this
gives us an upper bound on h: when h is larger than this upper bound, then there
cannot be any a e [0, 1] such that (7.12) holds. For such a large h we must hence
have

0i(»/i(f)) {§k < c(/c)} UK Va e [0, 1], (7.13)

Let h be a large natural number, so that (7.13) holds. In the case k* e Q we also
require h to be so large that Kh < k + rj, where r] is the positive constant appearing
in (7.4). In the case k* 6 P we define

v := 0i o uh,

and we observe that, since the flow 0 fixes the points in {S^ </)[}, (7.3) implies
that v belongs to Vn.
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In the case k* £ Q the end points of the path Uf, £ Qn(xh) are also fixed by the

flow 0 because of (7.5), and we obtain an element of Qn(k) by setting

Ü£+2<t(ki,-k) for 0 < ct < 1/2,

0i(u/,(2ct — 1)) for 1/2 < ct <1.

Since for k e [if, Kf,]

§t(aK) < Ai < c(k)

by (7.4), we conclude that in both cases

v([0, 1]) C < c(k)} U U.

8. The proof of the Theorem

Lemma 7.1 has the following consequence, where we incoiporate a result about the

nature of the set of critical points found by a mountain pass minimax which, under

the assumption that the Palais-Smale condition holds, is due to H. Hofer (see [15]
and [16]).

Lemma 8.1. Let k* £ P (resp. k* £ Q). Let no and I be as in Lemma 6.3 (resp.

6.4). Then for almost every k in I the number c := pni)(k) (resp. c := qn(k) for
any n > no) is a critical value of§*. Furthermore, every open neighborhood U of

critS^ PI {§* c]

has a connected component Uq such that the set

U0 n ]S* < c}

is non-empty and not connected. In particular, there is a critical point ß of Sa of
action Sa(ß) c which is not a strict local minimizer. If such a ß is transversally
non-degenerate then it has Morse index I.

Proof. Let J c / be the set of points at which p,h) is dilferentiable (resp. qn is

differentiate for every n > iiq). Since (resp. qn) is a monotone function, J
has full measure in / (in the case k* £ Q we also use the fact that a countable

intersection of sets of full measure has full measure).

Let k £ J. Then c pnn(k) (resp. c q„(k) for some n > no) is a critical
value of if not we can take (7 0 in Lemma 7.1 and we find v in V„0 (resp.

Q„(k)) such fhat

v([0, 1]) C {§£ < c},

thus contradicting the definition off p„(k) (resp. c — q„(k)).
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Now let U be an open neighborhood of

critS* D {§£ c}

and assume by contradiction that for each connected component Uq of U the open
set

U0 n {§a < c)

is either empty or connected. By Lemma 7.1 we can find v in Vno (resp. Qn(k))
such that

u([0, 1]) C {§k < c} U U.

Consider the open set

U := v~\U) C [0, 1],

Since §* o v < c on the compact set I \ U, we have

max§K o v < c.
r\u

Since the function §* o v is uniformly continuous on [0, 1], we can find a positive
number S such that if Uq is a connected component of U with length less than 8 then

Sa o v < c on Uo- Therefore, there are at most finitely many connected components
U\,Ui U/c of U where the supremum of o v is at least c. Then we can find
numbers

0 < ci\ < b\ < a2 < b2 < • < aic < bk < I

such that

[a,, b,] C Uj Vy 1, 2,..., k

and

max Sa o v < c.

Since v(a,) and v(bj) belong to the same connected component of U, our
assumption implies that there exists a continuous path Vj : [cij,bj] -> M such
that Vj(cij) v(cij), Vj{b,) v(bj), and

Vj([üj,bj]) c U n {§* < c}.

Therefore the path

w(a).= j for ct G [0, 1] \ (Jj 1 (uj, bj)
I v,{a) (or a e [aj,hj], j 1,2,... ,k,

is in Vn() (resp. Qn(k)) and satifies

maxS)f o w < c.
[o,i]
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This contradicts the definition of c pn (A) (resp. c q„ (/?)) and implies that there

is at least one component of U whose intersection with {§* < c} is non-empty and

not connected.

In particular, critS* n {§* c} contains a point ß which not a strict local
minimizer: if this set consists of strict local minimizers, then it has an open

neighborhood U such that U fl {§* < c} is empty.
When ß is transversally non-degenerate, the connected component of crit fl

{§-K c} containing ß is of the form T ß, and the Morse-Bott Lemma implies that

this component consists of critical points of Morse index 1: Morse-Bott components
of index zero have neighborhoods Uo such that Uo H {§* < c} is empty, while
Morse-Bott components of index larger than one have neighborhoods Uo such that

Uo fl {§* < c} is connected.

Remark 8.2. Since the Morse index of ß is one if it is transversally non-degenerate,

Proposition 2.3 implies that the eigenvalues A, 1 /A of the linearized Poincare map
P of the closed magnetic geodesic ß are either on the unit circle (that is, ß is non-

hyperbolic), or in (—oo, 0) \ {— 1} (ß is odd hyperbolic).

Let R c (0, cu) be the set of values k for which the energy level Zf-1^) is

non-degenerate. Notice that

RCQ C P C (0,cu).

The above lemma, together with known results, has the following consequence:

Lemma 8.3. Let k be an energy level in (0, cu). Then:

(i) if k Pc (0, cu) \ P then there are infinitely many closed magnetic
geodesies of energy k;

(ii) every k e P is contained in an open interval I(k) C (0, cu) in which there is a

set Io(k) offull measure such that for every Ko 6 /oM there are at least three

closed magnetic geodesies of energy k0;

(iii) every k Q is contained in an open interval J(k) C (0, cu) in which there is a

set Jo(k) offull measure such thatfor every Ko G Jq(k) H R there are infinitely

many closed magnetic geodesies of energy Kq-

Proof.

(i) If k g Pc, then the local minimizer aK is not strict, hence §*• has a sequence
of local minimizers in M \ T • aK which converges to aK. In particular, there are

infinitely many closed magnetic geodesies of energy k, proving (i).

(ii) G. Contreras has proved in 1111 that for almost every k in (0, cu) there exists

a closed contractible orbit yK with energy k and positive Sanction (for more general

systems on arbitrary compact configuration spaces, of any dimension). In particular,

yK is geometrically distinct from aK, all of whose iterates have negative §K-action.
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By Lemma 8.1, k e P is contained in an open interval I(k) C (0, cu) such that

for almost every kq e I(k) the functional §K() has a critical point ß with action

§Ko(ß) Pn(}(Ko) < 0 which is not a strict local minimizer. In the case k0 e Pc,
there are infinitely many closed magnetic geodesies of energy Ko by (i). In the case

kq P, the closed magnetic geodesic ß cannot coincide with an iterate of aKo,
because all such iterates are strict local minimizers. Moreover, it cannot coincide
with an iterate of yKo because these iterates have positive §K(,-action. Therefore for
almost every kq e I(k) there are at least three geometrically distinct closed magnetic

geodesies of energy /c0.

(iii) By Lemma 8.1, k e Q is contained in an open interval J(k) C (0,cu)
which has a subset Jq(k) of full measure with the following property: for every

k0 Jo(k) n R and every /; > n0 the functional SK{) has a critical point ßK(h„ of
action SK()(ßic0ln) o) an(-' Morse index i(ßKa,n) 1. We claim that the closed

magnetic geodesies ßK(h„, n > no, cannot be the iterates of only finitely many closed

magnetic geodesies. Indeed, if by contradiction this is the case, we can find a closed

magnetic geodesic ß and a sequence of integers (tn/j), w/, > /i0 and —> +oo,
such that ßKo,mh is the iterate ßkh, for some sequence of integers kh > 1. Since the

sequence

clmi,(Ko) ^K()(ßK(),mi,) kh§K0(ß)

tends to -oo (see (6.5)), the sequence (kh) must diverge to +oc. Therefore, ß has

mean index zero:

On the other hand, Theorem 2.2 implies that ßK(umh has positive mean index, and

hence

This contradiction proves that the set {ßK{),„ \ n > //0} consists of infinitely many
geometrically distinct closed magnetic geodesies of energy kq.

Proofof the Theorem. The Theorem stated in the Introduction follows from Lemma
8.3 purely by set- and measure-theoretic arguments. Indeed, for every k e P let

I(k) and Io(k) be as in Lemma 8.3 (ii). Since the topology of M admits a countable
basis, there exists an at most countable subset P0 of P such that

f(ß) — i ' (ßiC(),m)i > 0.
kh

(8.1)

KP0
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By Lemma 8.3 (i) and (ii), the energy level E~x(k) admits at least three magnetic
geodesies whenever k belongs to the set

K3 := Pc U (J I0(k).
keP

where Pc denotes the complement of P in (0, cu). We must show that the above set

has full measure in (0. cu), that is, that its complement

P n (U /0(k))C
keP

has measure zero. By (8.1), the above set is contained in

(U '<«-)) n(U'oW)f
KePo keP

which is clearly contained in

(J (/(*)\ /„(ff))-
K6 P()

The above set has measure zero, being an at most countable union of sets with
measure zero. This proves that K3 has full measure in (0, cu).

Now let J(k) and Jq(k) be the sets given by Lemma 8.3 (iii), and let Qo be an at

most countable subset of Q such that

RCQC (J J(k). (8.2)

kzQ o

By Lemma 8.3 (iii) the energy level E~x{k) admits infinitely many magnetic

geodesies whenever k belongs to the set

Koc := U (•/„(*) n R) C R.

keQ

We must prove that has full measure in R, that is, that R \ Koq has measure

zero. We have the inclusion

R\K00 R\\J (J0(K) nR)cR \ 1J MK),
keQ keQo

from which, together with (8.2), we obtain

n«»c(U«)i(U Mk)) C (J (J(K) \ MK)).
iceQi) keQo kQo

Therefore, R \ has measure zero.
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We conclude that the set

K := K3n(Rc U ^oo)c(0,c„)

satisfies the requirements of the Theorem. Indeed, K has full measure in (0,cu)
because and

{R'UKooY RHK^ R\Koo

have measure zero. Being a subset of K3, K consists of energy levels for which there

are at least three closed magnetic geodesies. From the inclusion

R n K C R n (Rc U /foo) RnK00 K00

it follows that tor every energy level in R IT K there are infinitely many closed

magnetic geodesies.

A. The second differential of the free period action functional

In this appendix we characterize the kernel of d2E>K(x, T). In particular, we show

that a periodic orbit (x, T) is transversally non-degenerate if and only if the kernel

of d2SK(x, T) is one-dimensional (that is, spanned by the vector (x', 0)).
For our purposes it suffices to assume that M R" and k 0 is a regular

energy level (hence orbits with energy zero are non-constant). The free period action
functional is denoted simply by §, while §r denotes the action functional on the

space of T-periodic curves.

The critical points of §r are the T-periodic solutions of the Euler-Lagrange
equation

d
— Lv(y,y) Lq{y,y)

associated to L, and its second differential at a critical point y has the form

T

t/2sr(y)ß, n] j (Lvv(y. y)[£< n] + Lvq(y, y)[£, n]

+ Lqv(y, )>)[£, f]\ + Lqq(y, y)[£, rj]j dt,

where ^,i) e Hl(R/TZ,Rn). Integration by parts and the fundamental lemma of
the calculus of variations show that a curve £ is in the kernel of d2S>r(y) if and only
if it is a (smooth) T-periodic solution of the linear equation

D(y)l 0,
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where V(y) is the linear second order differential operator which is obtained by

linearizing the Euler-Lagrange equation along y:

£>(y) ^ + lcIv(y• Y)j - Lvqiy* y">Yt~ Lqq<<Y,

The fact that the energy

E(q. v) := Lv(cj, u)[u] - L(q, v)

is a first integral of the Euler-Lagrange equation implies that also the linear equation
T>(y)f 0 has a first integral:

Lemma A.l. Ifij e C°°(M, M") is a solution ofD(y)£ 0, then

dE(y, y)[(£, £)] const.

Proof. By multiplying the equation T>(y)% 0 by y, we obtain

J- (Lw(Y,Y)k + Y Lvq(Y,Y)[^Y} + Lqq{y,y)[^.y]. (A.l)

By differentiating the function

dE(y, y)[(£, £)] Eq(y. y)[%] + Ev(y, y)[£]

Eqv(Y, y)[£< 7] - Eq(y, y)[£] + Lvv{y, y)[f, y]

with respect to the time variable, we get

^jdE(y, y)[(£. £)] ^ (Lvv(y, y)k + LqX){y, y)^j y

+ Lvv(y, }/)[£. y] - Lqq{y, y)[y, f] - Lq(y, y)[f].

Together with (A. 1) we lind

^clE(y,y)[(^l)] Lvq(y,yM,y] + Lvv{y y)[£, y] - Lq(y, y)[£]
at

{Lvv(y. y)y + Lvq(y, y)y - Lq(y, y)) • £.

The latter term vanishes because y is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation.

We now compute the second differential ol the free period action functional § at a

critical point y (x, T) along a pair of variations (i/, a), (w. r) e //'(T,l")xM.
If we set

$(t):=u(t/T). rj(t):=v(t/T).
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we find

or fT
d2S(x, T)[(u.o). (w. r)] d2§T(y)[%. n] + J Lvv(y,y)[y]2 dt

CT

+ % / {Lq(Y- yM - lv<i(Y< y)[y, r]\ - Lvv{y, y)[y, 17]) dt
' Jo

T

+ T Jo ~ ~ L^Y-Y){Y^]) dL

By using the energy, the expression for c/2§(.v, T) can be simplified as

r/2S(.v, r)[(if,<7).(u;.T)] d2S>T(y)[%, rj] + — j Lvv(y,y)[y]2 dt

f dE(y,y)[(r]^)]dt - ^ f dE(y,y)[(%,%)]dt.
I Jo 'Jo

Let us determine the kernel of c/2§(.v, T). An element (u, a) belong to this kernel if
and only if

r/2S(.v. T)[(u,cr), (0, r)] 0 VreR,
and

r/2S(.v, r)[(w,cr), (tn,0)] =0 Vut e H\T,R").
The first condition is equivalent to

rTf Lvv(y,y)[y]2dt f dE(y,y)[($,%)]dt.
Jo Jo

Since the first integral is positive (we are assuming that y is a non-constant periodic
solution), the above equation tells us that a is uniquely determined by £ as

T j* dE{y,ym^)]dt
Jo Lvv(y,y)ly}2dt

Integration by parts and the fundamental lemma of the calculus of variations imply
that the second condition is equivalent to

Therefore, we have proved that an element (it, a) e H 1

(T, R") x M belongs to the
kernel ot'd2S(x, T) if and only if the curve £(/) :=u(t/T) is a (smooth) T-periodic
solution of the linear equation

Jo dE(y.y)U$.$)]t/t f d
n

SlL„MWi< \Jt '¥'yJ' <A2>
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and ct is given by

a Tf[myjmjtun (Aj)
Jo Lvv(y,y)[y]2cU

It is useful to simplify this characterisation of the elements of the kernel of
c/2S(x, T). We start by observing that V(y)y 0 and that the identity

V(y)[ty] tV(y)y + Lvv(y, y)y + (Lvv(y, y)y)

d
(A.4)

~jjEv(y,y) - E(/(y, y)

holds.

Assume that (u, ct) is an element of the kernel of c/2§(.v, T), and set %(t := u(t/T).
We dehne £ e C°°(R,R") as

f(0 ;=£(') -£')>(') V/eM-

Notice that

S(t + T) ^(i)-oy(t) V/eR.
Since £ and ct satisfy (A.2) and (A.3), £ solves the equation

V(y)t; V(y)^ - 0,

because of (A.4). Moreover

dE(y•¥)[(<>< h\ </£(y>y)[(£>£)] - ^ (t<lE(y,y)[{y,y)\ + Ev{y, y)[y]).

By integrating this identity over [0. 7] and by using (A.3), we obtain

f dE(y, y)[(£, £)]dt
Jo

nf (J f (I \
YJ{ lvv(Y.Y)Iy]2(!i ~ j; Jo y^jjE(y,y) +Ev(y,y)[y]J dt

T T

7xf Evv(y, Y)[Y\2dt - f Ev(y,y)[y]dt,
I Jo 1 Jo

where we have integrated by parts and used the fact that E(y, y) 0. Since

ev{Y'Y)\Y\ Evv(y-Y)[Y}2<

the integral of clE{y. y)[(£, £)] over [0, T] vanishes. Since this function is constant

by Lemma A. I, we conclude that

dE(y,yM-i)]=^
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Conversely, assume that £ C°°(R, R") is a solution of V(y)£ 0 such that

{(t + T) Z(t)-ay(t) V? e R,

for some a e R, and

dE(y,yM,b} 0.

Then the above computations show that the T-periodic curve

$(t) := £(/) + ^ty(t)

satishes (A.2) and (A.3). We can summarize the above discussion into the following:

Lemma A.2. The kernel of d2S(x, T) is isomorphic to the vector space

Z e C°°(R, R") | V(y)t, 0, dE(y, y)[(f, Ö] 0,

3cr e R such that ^(t + T) £(/) — ay(t) W e R}.

The isomorphism is given by the map

(it o) {(t) := u(t/T) - ~tx(t/T).

The non-vanishing vector (x, 0) always belongs to the kernel of d2§(x, T). The

line R(.v, 0) corresponds, by means of the above isomorphism, to the line Ry.
Let <pt be the Euler-Lagrange flow on R" x R" which is induced by L. This

flow preserves the hypersurface £_l(0), and the point (y(0), y(0)) is a fixed point
of <pr Therefore, the linear mapping d(pr(y(0), y(0)) maps the linear space
^(y(o),y(o))£-1 (0) onto itself. Moreover,

(y(0),y(0)) e T(y(o))y(o))£' '(0)

is an eigenvector with eigenvalue one of d<pT(y(0), y(0)). The induced quotient
mapping

p
T(y(o)TmE~1(G)

^
T(y(o),y(o))E~l(°)

R(j>(0),y(0)) ~" R(y(0), y(0))
is the linearized Poincare map associated with the T-periodic orbit y. The orbit y is

said to be transversally non-degenerate if P does not have the eigenvalue one.

Proposition A.3. There is an isomorphism

kerc/2S(.v, T)
lx,Q) ^ ker(P - I).

In particular, y is transversally non-degenerate ifand only if the kernel ofd2T(x, T)
is one-dimensional (and hence spanned by (x, 0)).
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Proof Thanks to Lemma A 2, it is enough to construct an isomorphism

Z
— St kei (P - /)
My

By Lemma A 1, by the existence and uniqueness ot the solution of the Cauchy
problem associated to V(y), and by the P-periodiuty of the coefficients of T>(y),
the evaluation

(£(0U(0))

maps Z isomorphically onto the space of pairs {a, b) e M" x M" such that (a, b)
T(y(o) y(0))£~'(0) and

d<pT(Y(0), y(0))[(«,/?)] - (a.h) e M(y(0), y(0))

Taking the quotient by My we obtain an isomorphism onto ker(P — /
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